
One-site Redevelopment Scenarios 

 

Lot 1. Library Site, 1213 E Atlantic Blvd. 

Lot Width 125*  

Lot Depth 233  

Sub-Area Center/Edge Liner (Center only), 
Flex, Townhouse, ZLL 

Use-Area/Density MM(0-60)/MM(0-24) Commercial 
Required along 
Atlantic, Residential 
Optional throughout 

*Due to the limitations of Lot Width, not all building types can be 

developed on this lot. 

 

 

This property is wide enough to accommodate a Liner Building Type but not wide enough to accommodate a Courtyard 

Building Type. This is significant because these are the building types that permit structured parking. Although a Liner 

Type is permitted within the Center and permitted by the Lot Width, a Liner Building Type is not an approved Building 

Type within the Edge Sub-Area. Therefore, this site would have to be developed as two buildings to maximize 

entitlements, likely a Liner Building along Atlantic screening structured parking, and a detached Flex Building along 1st or 

attached Townhomes screening the structured parking. The Flex Building type would provide a greater number of units 

however parking would be difficult. Townhomes may be directly abutting the structured parking but only permit one 

unit from base to top of the building. 

Lot 2. Vacant Parcel, 1207 E Atlantic Blvd. 

Lot Width 75*  

Lot Depth 233  

Sub-Area/Height Center(55)/Edge(35) Flex, Townhouse, ZLL 

Use-Area/Density MM(0-60)/MM(0-24) Commercial 
Required along 
Atlantic, Residential 
Optional throughout 

*Due to the limitations of Lot Width, not all building types can be 

developed on this lot. 

 

 

Since Commercial Use is required along the Atlantic street frontage, the 

only type of building permitted is a Flex building type. The redevelopment of this site will likely match the previous 

condition which is not desirable, nor meeting the intent of this district.  



Two-site Redevelopment Scenario 

 

Lot 1&2. Library Site, 1213 E Atlantic Blvd. & Vacant Parcel, 1207 E Atlantic Blvd. (assembled) 

Lot Width 200  

Lot Depth 233  

Sub-Area Center/Edge Liner (center only), 
Courtyard, Flex, 
Townhouse, ZLL 

Use-Area/Density MM(0-60)/MM(0-
24) 

Commercial 
Required along 
Atlantic, Residential 
Optional throughout 

 

 

 

Together this site is large enough to accommodate a Courtyard Building Type which is permitted within both Sub-Areas. 

This building type may contain the required commercial component along Atlantic, as well as any mix of 

office/commercial or residential use above. Furthermore, a Courtyard Building Type (Type B specifically), contain 

structured parking for all uses.  

The assembled properties provides the only development scenario that does not have any limitation to maximize the 

development entitlements. Please see the attached Courtyard Building Type B for a feasible development scenario. 

 



 


